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Abstract 

Specifi c quantifi cation of therapeutic tissue stem cells (TSCs) is a major challenge. We 
recently described a computational simulation method for accurate and specifi c counting of 
TSCs. The method quantifi es TSCs based on their unique asymmetric cell kinetics, which is 
rate-limiting for TSCs’ production of transiently-amplifying lineage-committed cells and terminally 
arrested cells during serial cell culture. Because of this basis, the new method is called kinetic 
stem cell (KSC) counting. Here, we report further validations of the specifi city and clinical 
utility of KSC counting. First, we demonstrate its quantifi cation of the expected increase in the 
hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) fraction of CD34+-selected preparations of human-mobilized 
peripheral blood cells, an approved treatment product routinely used for HSC transplantation 
therapies. Previously, we also used the KSC counting technology to defi ne new mathematical 
algorithms with the potential for rapid determination of TSC-specifi c fractions without the need for 
serial culture. A second important HSC transplantation treatment, CD34+-selected umbilical cord 
blood (UCB) cells, was used to investigate this prediction. We show that, with an input of only 
simple population doubling time (PDT) data, the KSC counting-derived “Rabbit algorithms” can 
be used to rapidly determine the specifi c HSC fraction of CD34+-selected UCB cell preparations 
with a high degree of statistical confi dence. The algorithms defi ne the stem cell fraction half-life 
(SCFHL), a new parameter that projects stem cell numbers during expansion culture. These 
fi ndings further validate KSC counting’s potential to meet the long-standing unmet need for a 
method to determine stem cell-specifi c dosage in stem cell medicine.

exception to this disappointment is skeletal muscle satellite 
stem cells that can be exclusively identi ied in vivo by their 
speci ic expression of the transcription factors Pax3 and Pax7 
[7]. However, in vitro during cell culture for expansion, even 
these biomarkers lose their exclusivity for identifying only 
long-lived tissue-renewing stem cells [8-10]. More widely 
used biomarkers for hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs; i.e., 
CD34 and CD133) [1] and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs; i.e., 
CD73 and CD90) [11] also identify committed progenitor cells 
(CPCs) as well, both in vivo and in vitro. There is a common 
misconception in stem cell medicine that these widely 
available biomarkers for characterizing HSC-containing and 
MSC-containing cell preparations can quantify these TSCs 
by low cytometry. However, since these biomarkers also 

Introduction
A long-standing need in stem cell medicine has been a 

convenient means for routine determination of the speci ic 
dosage of tissue stem cells (TSCs) in cell transplantation 
treatments [1-3]. Like pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical 
medicine, stem cell medicine would improve if the dosage of 
the essential therapeutic agent were known [3]. A convenient 
method for routine determination of TSC-speci ic dosage 
would improve progress in the manufacture of TSC medicinal 
products [4] progress in stem cell and stem-gene therapy 
clinical trials, and the quality of approved TSC treatments 
[3,5,6].

This unmet clinical need has persisted for more than half 
a century because, for most TSCs, molecular biomarkers that 
identify them exclusively have proven elusive [1-3]. One 
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detect the more numerous CPCs produced by TSCs, which 
predominate in both freshly isolated and cultured tissue cell 
preparations, they do not quantify TSC fraction and dosage 
[2-4].

In the case of HSCs, which are the only TSCs approved for 
routine medical treatments, the limiting-dilution SCID mouse 
repopulating cell (SRC) assay can be used to estimate the HSC-
speci ic fraction of hematopoietic cell preparations [3,12]. 
However, because the SRC assay has several challenging 
features that make it impractical for routine usage, it has never 
been developed and approved for clinical practice [3,12].

A new method for accurate and speci ic determination 
of the fraction and dosage of therapeutic human TSCs was 
recently described [13]. The method is called kinetic stem cell 
(KSC) counting to re lect its underlying biological principle. 
KSC counting is a computational simulation method that 
quanti ies TSCs based on their unique cell kinetics. Normal 
primary mammalian tissue cells maintain their in vivo cell 
kinetics programs ex vivo in cell culture [14-16]. These 
programs are TSC-based cell turnover units, which, although 
losing many in vivo cell differentiation properties, maintain 
terminal division arrest by committed cell lineages [17-19]. 
When primary tissue cells are serially passaged in culture, 
the total cell output kinetics are determined by the number 
and proliferation kinetics of the TSCs in the culture. The 
KSC counting computational simulation software uses an 
underlying probabilistic TSC-based turnover unit cell kinetics 
model to decipher from serial culture cell count data the rate-
limiting TSC fraction and kinetics [13].

Before this report, we described the validation of the KSC 
counting technology by four orthogonal tests. Three of the 
four validation tests (1,2 and 4 below) involved human HSCs 
in either bone marrow or umbilical cord blood preparations. 
The validations were 1) comparison to published data ranges 
for limiting-dilution SCID mouse repopulating cell assays 
for both CD34+-selected human bone marrow cells and 
umbilical cord blood cells; 2) CD34+ fractionation analyses; 3) 
comparison to independent cytological methods for detecting 
asymmetrically self-renewing cells, and 4) analysis of changes 
in detected stem cells after treatments with agents that 
increased stem cell expansion or were stem cell-toxic [13].

Previously, KSC counting was also used to de ine new 
mathematical algorithms for rapid computation of the TSC-
speci ic fraction (SCF) of mammalian cell cultures. Now, we 
describe further development of these “Rabbit algorithms” 
for routine, rapid counting of therapeutic TSCs. The present 
report details further validations of KSC counting and the 
rapid counting Rabbit algorithms. Commercial therapeutic 
preparations for human HSCs are used to show that KSC 
counting quanti ies the expected enrichment of HSCs after 
CD34+ cell fractionation, and we con irm that rapid-counting 
Rabbit algorithms for CD34+ umbilical cord blood (UCB) HSCs 
accurately compute the HSC fraction of both parallel and 

secondary independent CD34+ UCB cell preparations. These 
validations continue to advance KSC counting as the irst 
method for routine determination of the speci ic fraction and 
dosage of therapeutic TSCs for stem cell science and medicine. 
These newest studies increase con idence that KSC counting 
can have a major impact on improving the quality of stem 
cell science and medicine and accelerating their progress to 
delivering better stem cell treatments for patients. 

Materials and methods
Cells

Three independent lots of human CD34+-selected UCB 
cells from different anonymous donors were purchased from 
HemaCare-Charles River Laboratories, Northridge, CA, USA 
(Cat# CBC34C-3) and pooled for the described analyses. The 
pooled cell samples were fortuitously from two male and one 
female donor; and from one “Hispanic,” one “Caucasian,” and 
one “Other” donor. The cell viabilities of the thawed samples 
determined by trypan blue dye exclusion were respectively 
97%, 96% and 96%.

Peripheral blood preparations from anonymous G-CSF-
mobilized donors were purchased from HemaCare-CRL (Cat# 
M009C-1) and Stemcell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada 
(Cat# 70049.4). Respectively, the fortuitous traits for donor 
1 were male, blood type A-, “Hispanic,” and 59 years old; and 
for donor 2 they were male, blood type O-, “Caucasian,” and 35 
years old. The respective cell viabilities of the thawed samples 
were 95% and 92%.

CD34+-selected blood cells from anonymous G-CSF-
mobilized donors were purchased from HemaCare-CRL (Cat# 
M34C-GCSF-1) and AllCells, Quincy, MA, USA (Cat# mLP RegF 
CR CD34 PS 1M). Respectively, the fortuitous traits for donor 
1 were male, blood type O-, “Hispanic,” and 54 years old; 
and for donor 2, they were M, blood type A+, “Black/African 
American,” and 40 years old. The respective cell viabilities of 
the thawed samples were 91% and 97%.

Serial culture for KSC counting

Suspension serial culture was performed in 24-well cell 
culture plates with 2 ml culture medium at 37oC in humi ied 
incubators with a 5% CO2 atmosphere. All culture studies were 
conducted in StemSpan™ SFEM II culture medium (Stemcell 
Technologies, Cat# 09655) supplemented with StemSpan™ 
CD34+ Expansion Supplement (Stemcell Technologies, Cat# 
02691) as speci ied by the supplier and 1% penicillin/
streptomycin (Gibco, Cat# 15140122).

The pooled CD34+ UCB cells were used to initiate two 
duplicate sets of serial cultures in parallel as described later 
for mobilized peripheral blood cells (MPBCs). One duplicate 
serial culture set was passaged with 1:10 splits, and the other 
duplicate serial culture set was passaged with 1:5 splits. The 
remainder of the pooled cells were used to initiate three 12 
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mL cultures in 75 cm2 T- lasks. The input cell numbers for the 
lask cultures were 7.4 × 105, 1.1 × 106 and 9.6 × 105. After 

73 hours of culture, the respective recovered cell numbers 
were 6.4 × 106, 5.0 × 106 and 6.0 × 106. The respective cell 
viabilities of recovered cells were 92%, 92% and 93%. The 
recovered cells from each T- lask culture were divided into 
3 equal aliquots and cryopreserved in liquid nitrogen. The 
cryopreserved cells were designated as passage 1 (P1) cells, 
and subsequent cultures initiated with them were designated 
as P2 secondary serial cultures.

The initiating P1 CD34+ UCB cell serial cultures were 
initiated with 150,000 viable cells per 2.25 mL culture medium 
and performed in duplicate. Unfractionated MPBC cultures and 
CD34+-selected MPBC cultures were initiated with 100,000 
viable cells per 2.25 mL culture medium and performed in 
duplicate. P2 CD34+ UCB secondary cultures were initiated 
with 100,000 viable cells per 2.25 mL culture medium and 
performed in triplicate. Except for the 1:5 split basis for one 
duplicate set for the P1 CD34+ UCB cell serial cultures, all 
cultures were passaged every 3 days with a 1:10 split basis. 
At each passage, the passage interval time was recorded with 
quarter-hour precision; and triplicate samples of collected 
culture cells were counted for trypan dye-excluding (live) 
and staining cells (dead) with a hemocytometer slide. Serial 
cultures were continued until either no increase in cell number 
was observed or no cells were detectable for two consecutive 
passages (i.e., terminal cell proliferation arrest or terminal cell 
dilution limit, respectively).

KSC counting software analyses

The Probabilistic Stem Cell Kinetics (PSCK), Random Input 
Factor Search (RIFS) and PDT: SCF algorithm programming 
and software, which comprise the novel KSC counting 
technologies, have been described [13]. In this report, the 
PSCK-RIFS software is renamed TORTOISE Test® software; 
and the PDT: SCF algorithm discovery software is renamed 

the RABBIT Count® software. Public access for use of the KSC 
counting software is available as a free calculator at https://
asymmetrex.com/stem-cell-counting-center/. Formulae and 
calculators for PDT and CPD can be found on the same website.

All reported KSC counting analyses are based on 10 
independent computer simulations of experimental CPD data. 
Each optimal simulation results from 1000 searches by the 
TORTOISE Test® software for sets of initial TSC, CPCs and 
terminally arrested cell fractions and cell kinetics factor values 
that can compute the observed experimental data based on 
a TSC-based turnover unit model [13]. The mean simulation 
quality scores (SQS) for all reported analyses ranged from 
0.004 to 0.23 (median = 0.05), well below the ideal threshold 
SQS ≤ 0.5 [13].

Initial cell kinetics factors determined by the TORTOISE 
Test® software (Table 1) were used to de ine Rabbit algorithms 
as described previously [13]. The algorithms were derived 
with 10 independent computations of the experimental CPD 
data that gave simulations with fractional root-mean-squared 
error values (fRMSE) that were ≤ 0.10. fRMSE is the RMSE of a 
CPD data simulation compared to the experimental CPD data 
divided by the maximum value of the experimental CPD data.

Statistical and graphical analyses of KSC counting software 
outputs were performed with 2020 GraphPad Prism 9 for 
macOS software, version 9.0.0.

SCID mouse repopulating cell assays

Two independent replicate cryopreserved samples of 
the CD34+ UCB cells, used for the KSC counting algorithm 
validation studies, were shipped on dry ice to the Indiana 
University In Vitro Therapeutics & Angio BioCore Facility 
(Indianapolis, IN, USA) and evaluated in limiting dilution SCID 
mouse repopulating cell (SRC) assays. Before these analyses, 
the on-site thawed cells were cultured for 72 hours.

Table 1: Comparison of Initial Cell Kinetics Factors Determined by KSC Counting of Commercial Human Hematopoietic Cell Preparations1.

 CD34 UCB2 MPBC CD34 MPBC
Cell Supplier HemaCare HemaCare Stemcell Tech HemaCare AllCells

                                                                         (Mean; 95% Confi dence Interval)
Hematopoietic Stem Cell Factors      

SCF 0.72; 0.58-0.85 0.02; 0.01-0.03 0.15; 0.06-0.24 0.78; 0.61-0.96 0.83; 0.76-0.91
SC SSR 0.40; 0.23-0.57 0.13; 0.06-0.20 0.39; 0.17-0.62 0.51; 0.30-0.71 0.35; 0.18-0.52

SC Asym CC Time 8.4h; 4.4-12 9.9h; 7.4-12 18h; 10-25 8.9h; 5.5-12 12h; 3.4-20
SC Sym CC Time 24h; 16-31 9.1h; 6.2-12 13h; 6.8-19 19h; 11-28 19h; 12-27

SC Death Rate 0.07; 0.01-0.13 0.21; 0.09-0.32 0.28; 0.09-0.47 0.15; 0.02-0.28 0.18; 0.05-0.30
SCFHL 1.37; 1.30-1.44 2.13; 0.21-id3 1.10; 0.79-1.67 3.16; 2.26-4.74 1.54; 1.43-1.66

Committed Progenitor Cells Factors      
CPC CC Time 24h; 22-26 12h; 10-15 14h; 10-18 20h; 12-28 17h; 12-23

CPC Death Rate 0.01; -0.01-0.04 0.07; 0.03-0.12 0.45; 0.26-0.64 0.33; 0.07-0.59 0.19; 0.01-0.38
TDN 10; 9.5-11 5; 3-7 5; 2-8 6; 2-11 7; 4-10

1Determination from N = 10 simulations. 2CD34 UCB, CD34+ - selected umbilical cord blood cells; MPBC: Mobilized Peripheral Blood Cells; SCF: TSC-Specifi c Fraction; 
SC SSR: Stem Cell Symmetric Self-Renewal Rate, the fraction of stem cells that divide symmetrically in any generation; Asym CC Time, the cell cycle time in hours for 
asymmetrically dividing TSCs; Sym CC Time, the cell cycle time in hours for symmetrically dividing TSCs; CPC CC Time, the cell cycle time in hours for committed progenitor 
cells; TDN: Turnover Division Number, the number of cell generations before CPC lineages terminate in non-dividing, terminally-arrested cells; Death Rate, the fraction of cells 
that die in any cell generation; SCFHL, TSC fraction half-life in units of CPD, cumulative population doublings. 3id, indeterminate interval boundary.
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Immunode icient NSG mice were supplied by Jackson 
Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) under Indiana University 
IACUC Assurance Identi ication #A9429-01. For each of the 
two independent vials of thawed and cultured CD34+ UCB 
cells, 100, 500, 2500, and 7500 viable cells were injected into 
respective groups of 8 female mice according to published 
methods [20,21]. After 16 weeks, animals were sacri iced, bone 
marrow and peripheral blood were collected, and the isolated 
cells were analyzed by low cytometry with luorescence-
conjugated isotype control antibodies and antibodies speci ic 
for selected human hematopoietic antigens. Flow cytometry 
gating was based on analyses with mock-injected control mice 
(data not shown).

Data sharing statement

All primary total cell count, dead cell fraction, and CPD 
data are deposited for the free access in Science Data Bank at 
http://www.doi.org/10.11922/sciencedb.01355.

Results
KSC counting analyses of CD34+ UCB cells

We evaluated commercial human HSC preparations that 
are widely used for HSC research and HSC transplantation 
medicine without the bene it of HSC-speci ic fraction or 
dosage. Figure 1 provides the key elements of a TORTOISE 
Test® software KSC counting analysis for CD34+ UCB cells. 
After about ten 3-day serial passages, these cultures reach 
a characteristic terminal proliferation arrest [15,22]. The 
total cell count data at each passage (Figure 1A, circles) is 
transformed into CPD data (Figure 1A, squares). The KSC 
counting TORTOISE Test® software searches for unknown 
initial cell kinetics factors that, together with measured cell 
culture factors, achieve a close simulation of the experimental 
CPD data (Figure 1B) [13]. Among the initial cell kinetics 
factors discovered is the HSC-speci ic fraction of the initial 
cultured sample (Table 1; CD34 UCB, SCF).

As presented in Table 1, the KSC counting TORTOISE 
Test® software also discovers other important TSC-speci ic 
kinetics factors and cell kinetics factors speci ic to CPCs and 
terminally-arrested cells (data not shown). Using the PSCK 
module of the software (See Materials and methods), these 
initial cell kinetics factors can be used to calculate the relative 
cell kinetics pro iles for HSCs, CPCs, and terminally-arresting 
cells during the serial passaging (Figure 1C).

“Rabbit algorithms” for rapid counting of human HSCs 
from diff erent sources

Table 1 summarizes initial cell kinetics factors determined 
by TORTOISE Test® KSC counting analyses of three different 
types of cell preparations containing HSCs from three 
different suppliers. The preparations include the described 
CD34+ UCB cells, G-CSF-mobilized unfractionated peripheral 
blood cells, and G-CSF-mobilized CD34+-selected peripheral 
blood cells. Importantly, all CD34+-selected cell sources had 

Figure 1: KSC counting TORTOISE Test® software analysis of human CD34+-
selected UCB cells. The data from duplicate parallel serial cultures were evaluated. 
A. Input cell count data for the KSC counting software analysis. Circles, right y-axis, 
experimental mean total cell number at each passage of cell culture, based on the 
transfer of 1/10 of culture cells approximately every 3 days. Squares left y-axis, 
mean CPD data derived from the mathematical transformation of the mean total 
cell number data. B. The PSCK module of the TORTOISE Test® software was used 
to compute 10 independent simulations (Note: some simulations are coincident) of 
the mean CPD data (black squares; same as in A) using input initial cell kinetics 
factors that were randomly selected within the statistical ranges defi ned by the 
TORTOISE Test® KSC counting software (See Table 1). C. The randomly-selected 
initial cell kinetics factors for one of the simulations in B (fRMSE = 0.042) were 
used to compute respective cell kinetics profi les for HSCs (blue), CPCs (red), and 
terminally-arrested cells (green) during serial passaging.
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a signi icantly higher HSC-speci ic fraction (Table 1, SCF). 
Although the HSC fraction of the two different donor sources 
of unfractionated MPBCs differed signi icantly, they were both 
signi icantly lower than the HSC fraction of all CD34+-selected 
preparations. In contrast, all three preparations for CD34+-
selected cells had higher statistically equivalent HSC fractions. 
The mean increase in HSC fraction for the CD34+-selected 
MPBC preparations compared to unfractionated MPBCs was 
9.5-fold (p < 0.01 by the unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t - test).

Numerical differences were noted among the ive evaluated 
HSC sources for TORTOISE Test® initial cell kinetics factors. 
However, only a few differences were statistically signi icant 
and only for some comparisons. These included a lower rate of 
HSC symmetric self-renewal by one source of unfractionated 
MPBCs (Table 1, MPBC, HemaCare, SC SSR); a lower rate of 
CPC death by the same commercial source of unfractionated 
MPBCs and CD34+ UCB cells (Table 1, CPC Death Rate); and 
a generally greater number of CPC divisions before terminal 
division arrest by CD34+ UCB cells (Table 1, TDN).

Changes in the SCF during serial culture depend on the 
rate of TSC symmetric self-renewing, the rate of TSCs death or 
loss by other mechanisms (e.g., differentiation or cell fusion), 
and the rate TSCs are diluted among other cells, which are 
produced either by asymmetric TSC divisions or division of 
CPCs. As shown in Figure 1C (blue trace), the TORTOISE Test® 
software uses the simulation-derived estimates of these rates 
to compute changes in SCF with the serial passage. All ive 
sources of HSCs showed a characteristic decline in SCF with 
the continued passage [13].

The RABBIT Count® software relates the simulated SCF of 
cultures with passage time to respective simulated 72-hour 
PDTs [13]. These computations yield two different types 
of “Rabbit algorithms”. Rabbit PDT algorithms (Figure 2)
calculate the SCF of secondary serial cultures of the same 
source and culture conditions as the original by inputting 
the day of serial culture and the experimental PDT of the 
subsequent 72-hour period. Rabbit CPD algorithms (Figure 3)
are a mathematical transform of the PDT algorithms that 
allows computation of the SCF of similar secondary cultures 
directly from an input of their number of CPDs. The CDP 
algorithms yield a novel TSC kinetics parameter called the 
stem cell fraction half-life (SCFHL). The SCFHL is the number 
of CPDs required for a 50% decrease in a culture’s SCF.

The general qualities of the Rabbit PDT algorithms re lected 
the main biological distinctions of the HSC preparations. As 
shown in Figure 2, the Rabbit PDT algorithms for the CD34+-
selected cell preparations were similar in mathematical form, 
whether originating from UCB cells (Figure 2E,2F) or adult 
donor peripheral blood (Figure 2C,2D). In contrast, the PDT 
algorithms for HSCs in unfractionated MPBC preparations 
(Figure 2A,2B) were mathematically distinctive from the 
CD34+-selected sources, as well as from each other.

The CPD algorithms for all HSC sources quanti ied the 
characteristic decline in HSC fraction with increasing serial 
culture passages. The computed SCFHLs ranged from 1.10 
CPDs to 3.16 CPDs. It is noteworthy that the SCFHL of one 
source of CD34+-selected MPBCs (Table 1, CD34 MPBC, 
HemaCare) was signi icantly greater than the SCFHLs of 
all other HSC sources. This difference can be attributed to a 
higher rate of HSC symmetric self-renewing (Table 1, SC SSR), 
a lower rate of HSC death (Table 1, SC Death Rate), and a 
substantial rate of CPC death (Table 1, CPC Death Rate) in this 
source.

KSC counting Rabbit algorithm validations

Two studies evaluated the ability of Rabbit algorithms 
to con idently calculate the SCF of secondary cultures of the 
same tissue cell source and culture conditions with an input of 
experimental 72-hour PDT data. For the irst evaluation, the 
same pooled source of CD34+ UCB cells shown in Figure 1 for 
serial culture with a 1:10 split basis was serially cultured in 
parallel with a 1:5 split basis. None of the determined initial 
cell kinetics factors (shown in Table 1) were signi icantly 
different between the 1:10 split basis and the 1:5 split basis 
(data not shown).

Figure 2: Rabbit PDT algorithms for rapid determination of HSC fraction. A-F. 
Each panel provides a graphical representation of the respective KSC counting 
PDT algorithm, f(PDT: SCF), that can be used to calculate the HSC fraction (SCF) 
of the indicated commercial human hematopoietic cell preparation and culture 
medium conditions by the input of only the day of serial culture and the subsequent 
72-hour PDT of the culture. A-E. Algorithms were defi ned by RABBIT Count® 
software analyses of experimental CPD data from cultures maintained in the same 
culture medium (See Materials and methods) and passaged with a 1:10 split basis 
approximately every 3 days. F. Cells were cultured in the same medium as A-E, 
but instead passaged with a 1:5 split basis approximately every 3 days. 34, CD34+-
selected fraction.
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Consistent with this inding, analyses with the two 
different split bases yielded very similar PDT algorithms 
(Compare Figure 2E to Figure 2F) and equal SCFHLs (1.37 
CPDs; Compare Figure 3E,3F). Inputting the experimental 
72-hour PDT data from the 1:5 split basis serial culture into 
the PDT algorithm determined with the 1:10 split basis serial 
cultures yielded SCF calculations that had a high degree of 
agreement with the independent TORTOISE Test® software 
determinations of the SCF during serial culture with a 1:5 split 
basis (Figure 4; R2 = 0.980).

For the second evaluation, in parallel with the serial 
cultures described for the data in Figure 1, three independent 
bulk cultures were initiated in the same type of culture medium 
and cultured in parallel for 72 hours. The cells in the resulting 
72-hour cell cultures were harvested and cryopreserved (See 
Material and methods for details). Several weeks later, one 
vial of cells corresponding to each of the three independent 
cryopreserved parallel cell cultures (Vials 1-3 in Figures 5,6)
was thawed and used to perform three secondary serial 
cultures (each in triplicate) for three respective secondary 
TORTOISE Test® KSC counting analyses. These passage 2 (P2) 
secondary cultures were also passaged with a 1:10 split basis. 
Figure 5 shows the mean SCF determinations for the three 

Figure 3: Rabbit CPD algorithms for rapid determination of HSC fraction. A-F. 
Each panel provides a graphical representation of the respective KSC counting 
CPD algorithm that can be used to calculate the HSC fraction (SCF) of the 
indicated commercial human hematopoietic cell preparation and culture medium 
conditions by the input of only the preparation’s number of CPDs. A-E. Algorithms 
were defi ned by RABBIT Count® software analyses of experimental CPD data from 
cultures maintained in the same culture medium (See Materials and methods) 
and passaged with a 1:10 split basis approximately every 3 days. F. Cells were 
cultured in the same medium as A-E, but instead passaged with a 1:5 split basis 
approximately every 3 days. 34, CD34+-selected fraction. SCFHL: SCF half-life.

Figure 4: Validation analysis for the ability of a rapid-counting Rabbit PDT algorithm 
to accurately calculate the HSC fraction of CD34+-selected UCB cell preparations. 
Shown is an evaluation of the ability of a primary Rabbit PDT algorithm to accurately 
calculate the HSC fraction (SCF) of a parallel independent culture of the same type. 
Data from the parallel-serial culture analyses described in Figure 2E and Figure 2F, 
for respective 1:10 versus 1:5 split basis, were used for the analysis. Experimental 
mean PDT data from the 1:5 split basis study were input into the Rabbit algorithm 
developed with the 1:10 split basis study data to calculate HSC fraction data for 
the 1:5 split basis study. The natural logarithm of the HSC fraction data calculated 
with the Rabbit algorithm (1:10 Rabbit) was plotted versus the natural logarithm of 
the HSC fraction data determined by the primary TORTOISE Test® KSC counting 
software analysis of the 1:5 split basis study data (1:5 Tortoise). Note: data for the 
last three passages of the 1:5 split basis study, which have no correlate with the 
1:10 split basis study, were not included in the analysis shown.

Figure 5: Analyses of the mean HSC fraction determinations for three independent 
P2 secondary KSC counting analyses. Triplicate parallel serial cultures were 
performed for three independent vials of cryopreserved human CD34+-selected 
UCB cells. The cells thawed for these passage 2 (P2) secondary cultures were 
derived from parallel cultures of the same cultures described in Figure 1 (See 
Materials and Methods). The natural logarithm of the mean HSC fraction (SCF) is 
plotted versus days of serial passage. The cell count data from the three respective 
sets of triplicate P2 secondary serial cultures were used to develop independent 
KSC counting software determinations of their HSC fractions (SCF) with the serial 
passage. The natural logarithm of the mean HSC fraction for the three TORTOISE 
Test® KSC counting analyses is plotted versus days of passage. Error bars = 95% 
confi dence intervals.

independent secondary TORTOISE Test® analyses. The three 
independent sets of SCF determinations show a high degree 
of consistency until the inal passages, where variability in cell 
counting data increases because of low total cell numbers.

To evaluate the ability of the original 1st-degree Rabbit PDT 
algorithm to accurately determine the SCFs for the secondary 
cultures, the mean experimental 72-hour PDT data from each 
secondary serial culture were input into the 1st-degree Rabbit 
PDT algorithm to calculate SCFs during serial passaging. 
The results of this evaluation are presented in Figure 6. The 
1st-degree Rabbit PDT algorithm yielded SCF determinations 
with a high degree of accuracy as judged by their correlation 
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with the SCF values determined by the independent secondary 
TORTOISE Test® analyses. The correlation coef icients range 
from 0.957 to 0.971 (Figures 6A-6C), and the correlation 
coef icient for a combined analysis including all three 
secondary cultures was 0.940, with statistical con idence at 
the level of p < 0.0001 (Figure 6D).

Comparison of Rabbit PDT algorithm quantifi cation to 
the SCID mouse repopulating cell assay

As a further validation of the accuracy of KSC counting 
Rabbit PDT algorithms, we evaluated two replicate samples 
of the same CD34+ UCB cells cryopreserved and thawed 
for the secondary-culture validation studies (Figure 6) in 
SCID mouse repopulating cell (SRC) assays. Cryopreserved 
replicates of Vial 2 and Vial 3 in Figure 6 were used for these 
analyses. The KSC counting-quanti ied HSC fractions of these 
samples were 0.61 (95% CI 0.47 - 0.75) and 0.87 (95% CI 0.74 
- 1.00), respectively. Before injection into mice, the cells were 
thawed and cultured for 72 hours. Based on their respective 
PDT algorithms, this culture period would reduce their HSC 
fractions to 0.11 (95% CI = 0.08 - 0.14) and 0.09 (95% CI = 
0.08 - 0.10), respectively.

Two independent cohorts of 32 NSG SCID mice were 
injected with a dilution series with the cultured cells. The 
lowest number of cells injected was 100 cells per mouse. In 
each cohort, 8 mice received the 100-cell injection. Based on 
the KSC counting algorithm determinations, each of these 
mice would have received on average about 10 HSCs. Given 

Poisson statistics, such a number of HSCs should lead to the 
engraftment of all injected animals, as was observed for both 
cohorts of mice. (All other groups of mice injected with higher 
numbers of cells [500, 2500, 7500] also showed complete 
engraftment).

The levels of chimerism for human CD45+ cells in the bone 
marrow of mice injected with 100 cells in the two respective 
cohorts ranged from 0.2% to 5.5% (mean ± SD = 1.8 ± 1.8) and 
from 0.6% to 1.5% (mean ± SD = 1.1 ± 0.3). Chimerism was 
also observed in the peripheral blood of the mice. The levels 
for CD45+ cells in the two cohorts ranged from 0.1% to 1.7% 
(mean ± SD = 0.5 ± 0.6) and from 2.1% to 3.8% (mean ± SD = 
3.0 ± 0.6), respectively. Signi icant degrees of chimerism with 
CD45+ human cells expressing the differentiated cell markers 
CD20, CD66b, and CD71 were also observed in the mice (data 
not shown).

Discussion
We report analyses of three commercial sources of human 

HSCs, used in stem cell medical treatments, with a recently 
developed technology designed for convenient, routine 
determination of TSC-speci ic fraction and dosage. Although 
the focus was human HSCs, the new technology, KSC counting, 
has general application for TSCs in many different mammalian 
tissues of interest for research and medicine.

Even though widely-used approved HSC transplantation 
treatments are currently practiced without HSC-speci ic 

Figure 6: Validation analysis of the ability of a 1st-degree rapid-counting Rabbit PDT algorithm to accurately compute the HSC fraction of secondary serial cultures. A-C. 
Triplicate parallel serial cultures were performed for three independent vials of cryopreserved human CD34+-selected UCB cells (Vials 1-3; same as in Figure 5). The cells 
thawed for these passage 2 (P2) secondary cultures were derived from parallel cultures of the same cultures described in Figure 1 and used to develop the primary Rabbit 
PDT algorithm in Figure 2E (1stD Rabbit). The cell count data from the three respective sets of triplicate P2 secondary serial cultures were used to develop independent 
TORTOISE Test® KSC counting software determinations of their HSC fractions (SCF) with the passage. These data were evaluated for correlation with HSC fraction 
calculations made by inputting the respective experimental mean 72-hour PDT data of the P2 secondary serial cultures into the 1st-degree Rabbit PDT algorithm (Figure 
2E). The natural logarithms of the SCF data were compared. D. The independent data sets in A-C were combined for an overall correlation estimation of the accuracy 
of the 1st-degree rapid-counting Rabbit PDT algorithm for the determination of the HSC fraction of secondary cultures of the same type. Dotted lines, 95% confi dence.
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dosing, patients would immediately bene it from this 
improvement. In particular, KSC counting could provide a 
long-needed effective basis for determining the potency of 
UCB units, which have a failure rate of 18% - 24% attributable 
to insuf icient HSC dosage [23]. KSC counting quanti ication 
of the HSC-speci ic dosage for adult hematopoietic treat-
ments might also allow more patients to be treated with 
scarce donor samples. The implementation of HSC-speci ic 
dosage would enable better-designed stem cell clinical trials 
and provide greater statistical power for evaluations of their 
effectiveness [3-6].

The presented studies had two main validation goals for 
KSC counting. Previously, published serial culture data were 
deployed to demonstrate the ability of the KSC counting 
technology to detect and quantify the well-described increase 
in the HSC fraction of CD34+-selected human hematopoietic 
tissue cell populations [13]. 

Here, we demonstrated this validation directly with two 
independent sources of commercial hematopoietic cells. 
The second validation goal was to con irm that previously 
described rapid-counting mathematical algorithms, herein 
named “Rabbit algorithms” because of their speed, were able 
to calculate the SCF from the PDT of cultures with a high degree 
of statistical con idence. The presented results establish that 
both validation goals were achieved.

The HSC fractions determined by KSC counting for two 
independent commercial sources of unfractionated MPBCs 
fall within the range of typical expectations (Table 1; 2% 
and 15%). However, all the commercial CD34+-selected 
preparations had high HSC fractions that were not in the 
range of expectations based on our prior experience (Table 1; 
72%, 78% and 83%). These HSC fractions were signi icantly 
higher than the fractions reported previously for KSC counting 
based on published serial culture data for CD34+-selected UCB 
cells (8.0% and 0.24% with a 20-fold enrichment by CD34+ 
selection) [13]. Therefore, the present results are speci ic 
to the newly examined samples and not a general feature of 
the KSC counting method. Supporting this conclusion, when 
CD34+ UCB cell samples were evaluated by SRC assay, the high 
ef iciency of engraftment observed was consistent with the 
high HSC fractions determined by KSC counting algorithms. 
We emphasize here that, although the SRC assay could be used 
for this con irmation, it lacks suf icient precision to evaluate 
the quantitative HSC fraction de ined by KSC counting.

The major proposed value of KSC counting is convenient, 
routine determination of the speci ic fraction and speci ic 
dosage of therapeutic TSCs, like HSCs in this report, and others 
as well like MSCs, liver stem cells, and corneal stem cells [13]. 
Here, we increased our experience with the properties of 
mathematical algorithms that were de ined previously for 
more rapid counting of TSCs. Intrinsic to their derivation, 
the Rabbit PDT algorithms quantitatively and qualitatively 

manifest cell-autonomous TSC kinetics properties and 
secondary effects on SCF due to the cell kinetics of other 
tissue cell types present in tissue cell cultures. This signature 
character of the algorithms was evident from the similarity of 
PDT algorithms for three different sources of CD34+-selected 
hematopoietic cell preparations. Such fractionated cell 
populations are expected to be more homogeneous for HSCs 
and CPCs. However, unfractionated mobilized peripheral 
blood cells are signi icantly more heterogeneous for cell type 
and cell proliferation kinetics. In fact, in these preparations, 
the modeled compartments for transiently dividing “CPCs” 
and “terminally-arrested cells” include all hematopoietic cell 
differentiation lineages. The greater cell heterogeneity was 
associated with PDT algorithms that differed signi icantly in 
mathematical form between different donors and from CD34+-
selected cells.

Finally, we describe the development of a new type of 
algorithm, Rabbit CPD algorithms. CPD algorithms can be 
used to de ine a new quantitative TSC kinetics parameter, 
the SCFHL. SCFHL is a simple new state function parameter 
for TSCs that re lects the interplay of the several complex cell 
kinetics factors that intersect to determine changes in SCF 
during serial cell culture. The Rabbit CPD algorithms that 
de ine SCFHL can be used to determine or project the SCF 
of a cell preparation based on its present or future number 
of CPDs. We anticipate that the SCFHL will have signi icant 
utility in the biomanufacturing industry for tissue-engineered 
medicinal products (TEMPs) and the supply of TSC products 
for stem cell and gene therapies.

Conclusion
Kinetic stem cell (KSC) counting is a recently developed 

technology for the quanti ication of the speci ic fraction 
and dosage of therapeutic tissue stem cells (TSCs), like 
hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Further validation of 
the speci icity and accuracy of KSC counting was achieved 
by demonstrating the technology’s ability to quantify the 
enrichment of HSCs in commercially supplied CD34+-selected 
mobilized peripheral blood cell preparations. New “Rabbit 
algorithms” are described that allow rapid quanti ication 
of HSC fraction and dosage based on either the population 
doubling time (PDT) or the cumulative population doublings 
(CPD) of cultured hematopoietic cell preparations. The Rabbit 
CPD algorithms provide a novel TSC kinetics parameter called 
the stem cell fraction half-life (SCFHL), which is the number 
of culture CPDs required for the TSC-speci ic fraction to 
decrease by 50%. The SCFHL of examined commercial human 
HSC sources ranged from 1.10 CPDs to 3.16 CPDs. The Rabbit 
algorithms exhibited a high degree of con idence for calculating 
the HSC fraction of parallel and secondary preparations of 
CD34+ umbilical cord blood (UCB) cell preparations, with R2 
values ranging from 0.940 to 0.980. Moreover, the accuracy of 
the algorithms for HSC fraction determinations was supported 
by direct comparison to SCID mouse repopulating cell assays. 
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These latest characterizations of the new KSC counting 
technology further validate its potential to be the long-needed 
method for routine quanti ication of the speci ic fraction and 
speci ic dosage for TSCs for stem cell research and stem cell 
medicine.
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